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Abstract
The article focuses on an educational tool called Concept Cartoons and its possible use
in professional preparation of future primary school teachers. In particular, it presents
the method of how Concept Cartoons can be employed as a tool for diagnosing subject
matter knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge in mathematics. The ﬁrst part of
the contribution introduces the concept of teachers’ knowledge that is used in the article,
and the Concept Cartoon tool. It describes the original Concept Cartoons method for
classroom use at primary and secondary school levels that was established by Keogh
and Naylor, and then it introduces our work on diagnostic Concept Cartoons method,
including a commented summary of our recent research on qualitative diagnosis of subject
matter knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge in mathematics. The second part
of the contribution introduces another step in the methodology, a mixed approach to the
issue that enables to enrich the qualitative results with quantitative characteristics. The
mixed method is illustrated through a small empirical study that shows how exactly the
quantitative enrichment might be provided.
Key words: Concept Cartoons, mathematics education, pedagogical content knowledge,
future primary school teachers, subject matter knowledge.

Zkoumání znalostí obsahu a didaktických
znalostí obsahu v matematice
metodou Concept Cartoons
Abstrakt
Tento článek se věnuje vzdělávací pomůcce Concept Cartoons a možnostem jejího využití
v profesionální přípravě budoucích učitelů 1. stupně základní školy. Konkrétně představuje metodu, jak Concept Cartoons mohou být použity jako nástroj pro diagnostiku
znalostí obsahu a didaktických znalostí obsahu v matematice. První část příspěvku se
věnuje teoretickému rámci (didaktických) znalostí obsahu a vzdělávací pomůcce Concept
Cartoons jako takové. Popisuje původní metodu pro použití pomůcky při výuce na základní škole ustanovenou Keoghovou a Naylorem, a potom představuje naši práci na diagnostické metodě Concept Cartoons, včetně komentovaného souhrnu našeho dosavadního
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výzkumu v oblasti kvalitativní diagnostiky (didaktických) znalostí obsahu v matematice.
Druhá část příspěvku představuje další krok v metodologii: smíšený přístup k dané problematice, který umožňuje obohatit kvalitativní výsledky o kvantitativní charakteristiky.
Smíšená metoda je názorně předvedena na malé empirické studii, která poskytuje náhled
na možnou konkrétní podobu onoho kvantitativního obohacení.
Klíčová slova: budoucí učitelé 1. stupně ZŠ, Concept Cartoons, didaktické znalosti
obsahu, matematické vzdělávání, znalosti obsahu.

This article is primarily intended for teachers’ and future teachers’ educators, but
it may also serve successfully for in-service teachers. The contribution is located in
a mathematics environment; however, we believe that it can be eﬀortlessly transformed to the environment of any other school subject. It touches issues that are
actual at any time: subject matter knowledge (of pupils as well as future teachers
or teachers) and pedagogical content knowledge (of future teachers and teachers).
Future teachers’ educators often ﬁnd themselves in situations where subject matter knowledge or pedagogical content knowledge of their learners is involved and an
instrument for diagnosing these kinds of knowledge would be helpful. Especially
when the cooperation among teachers’ educators and their learners is on long-term
basis, the teachers’ educators would proﬁt from a systematic diagnostic tool with
an established methodology. This article introduces a recent diagnostic method for
such purposes that is based on an educational tool called Concept Cartoons. The
ﬁrst part of the article introduces the concept of Concept Cartoons itself, and summarizes our recent research that has employed Concept Cartoons as a qualitative
diagnostic tool. It also provides a structured methodology for the diagnostic use,
and comments on disadvantages that are closely connected to the nature of the qualitative design. The second part of the article introduces an advanced method that
uses a mixed design, i.e. enriches the qualitative results with quantitative characteristics which makes the results more transparent for the user. The mixed method
is illustrated through a small empirical study.

1
1.1

Conceptual framework
Teachers and their knowledge

In our study we proceed from the concept of teachers’ knowledge in the sense of
Shulman (1986), i.e. from the terms of subject matter content knowledge (SMK) and
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). In that sense, we understand the construct
of SMK as knowledge of the subject and its organising structures, and PCK as the
manner in which teachers relate what they know about teaching to their SMK.
For better clarity of the components of PCK related to our research, we use the
categorization of PCK provided by Kleickmann et al. (2013) who distinguish:
• knowledge of pupils (of their strategies, conceptions, and misconceptions, possible diﬃculties, sources of pupils’ misunderstanding, etc.),
• knowledge of tasks (of multiple ways of solving, potential for pupils’ learning,
etc.),
• knowledge of instruction (of diﬀerent representations, models, modes of explanation, etc.).
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There is a general consensus that SMK and PCK play a key role in the classroom. They have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on student mathematics achievement, even in
case of primary school classroom and very elementary mathematics content (Hill,
Rowan & Ball, 2005). Mutual relation between SMK and PCK is strongly intertwined: PCK is the one that is more correlated with instructional quality and
student progress, and SMK is usually regarded as a necessary but not suﬃcient prerequisite for the development of PCK (Depaepe, Verschaﬀel & Kelchtermans, 2013;
Depaepe et al., 2015; Kleickmann et al., 2013). Although the transformation from
SMK to PCK is not a unidirectional process, it can be achieved within a suitable
learning environment (Kinach, 2002).

1.2

Concept Cartoons

An educational tool called Concept Cartoons appeared in Great Britain more than
25 years ago (Keogh & Naylor, 1993) as a supporting tool for science education at
primary and secondary school levels. The authors of the tool elaborated a methodology for the use of the tool in the classroom and created several sets of science
Concept Cartoons (e.g. Naylor & Keogh, 2010). The tool also expanded to other
school subjects such as mathematics (Dabell, Keogh & Naylor, 2008), English language (Turner, Smith, Keogh & Naylor, 2013), ﬁnancial education (Jones, Evans
& Storey, 2015).
Concept Cartoons are individual pictures showing a certain situation and several
children in a bubble-dialog that comment on the situation. The alternative opinions
in bubbles can be correct as well as incorrect, sometimes the correctness is unclear
or based on conditions that are not particularly mentioned in the picture. One of
the bubbles might contain just a question mark, we call this bubble a blank bubble,
to indicate that there might be also other alternative opinions that have not been
voiced yet. The recommended order of reading the bubbles is from the top left
corner, since additional information on the discussed situation is often presented
there. See Fig. 1 for a sample of a Concept Cartoon on a mathematical topic.

Fig. 1: An original Concept Cartoon with one correct bubble, three incorrect bubbles,
and a blank bubble; the picture taken from Dabell et al., 2008: no. 1.14
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When using Concept Cartoons in the classroom, the teacher shows the picture
to pupils, invites them to provide their own opinion on the pictured situation, and
asks them which children in the picture are right and why. The pupils may work
on the task in small groups, or in a whole class discussion. Naylor, Keogh and their
colleagues conducted several research studies on this form of use that conﬁrmed
the motivational role of the Concept Cartoons tool and showed how the tool could
support classroom discussion (Keogh & Naylor, 1999; Naylor, Keogh & Downing,
2007).

1.3

Concept Cartoons diagnostic method

In this article, we present Concept Cartoons innovatively as a tool for diagnosing
SMK and PCK of future primary school teachers. We provide a general methodology for this purpose and illustrate the methodology through a small empirical study.
The methodology has been established on the basis of the authors’ 7-year experience
with Concept Cartoons, repeatedly debugged, and the interim results has been continuously published. Particular references on interim results are continuously given
in the text below.
Our method use has two diverse versions, one of them is more focused on SMK
while the other on PCK. In both cases, the diagnosed participants (future primary
school teachers) are assigned several Concept Cartoons accompanied by a list of
indicative questions, just the lists for the two versions diﬀer. Due to the length of
the lists, the versions are called a short version, and a long version (see Tab. 1).
Tab. 1: Lists of indicative questions for the short version (left) and for the long version
(right)

Which children in
the picture are
right? Which are
wrong? Why?

1. Which child do you strongly agree with?
2. Which child do you strongly disagree with?
3. Decide which ideas are right and which are wrong. Give
reasons for your decision.
4. Try to discover the cause of the mistakes.
5. Advise the children who made the mistakes how to correct them.
6. Propose two texts that could be ﬁlled in the blank bubble – one of them correct, and the other one incorrect.

For the diagnostic purposes, each Concept Cartoon is printed on an upper third
of an A4 sheet of paper, and the participants are invited to use the rest of the sheet
(eventually also the other side of it) to express their responses to the questions.
They work individually, ideally in the time span of a two-hour seminar. The time
allocation depends on the diﬃculty of the task behind the Concept Cartoon: in case
of the short version, it ranges from 5 to 15 minutes per picture, in case of the long
version, it ranges from 20 to 40 minutes per picture. We recommend assigning the
Concept Cartoons in sets of 4 or 5 with the short version, and in sets of 2 with
the long version. We do not recommend displaying any hurry or announcement in
advance of the allocated time, such activities might signiﬁcantly decrease the amount
and quality of collected data. Especially when working with Concept Cartoons for
the ﬁrst time, the participants need enough time to get used to their unusual format
and to tune in to the pictured situation.
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Fig. 2: A Concept Cartoon for the short version, with three correct bubbles, two
incorrect bubbles and no blank bubble; the picture modiﬁed from Dabell et al., 2008:
no. 3.12, the content of two bubbles changed, letters added

Fig. 3: A Concept Cartoon for the long version; picture taken from Dabell et al. 2008:
no. 2.3, names added

For better response, the original format of Concept Cartoons pictures should be
additionally supplied with some labels enabling the respondents to distinguish the
pictured children when addressing the indicative questions. Such labelling is also
useful for the researcher or educator when analysing collected data. As showed in
our preparatory study (with 127 future teachers as respondents; see Samková, 2016,
2018b), for the short version it suﬃces to label the children with letters (A, B, . . . ,
as in Fig. 2). But for the long version, it seems to us that it is better to label the
children with names (as in Fig. 3), especially due to the question 5 which might
provide better authentic responses when the respondents are able to address the
children in the picture personally by calling them by their names. The blank bubble
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is not necessary for the short version but is indispensable for the question 6 of the
long version.
As for the mathematical tasks behind the Concept Cartoons, we recommend
employing tasks that have one unambiguously interpreted correct solution (e.g. as
in Fig. 1) as well as tasks that have more correct solutions or more possible interpretations of a solution (e.g. as in Fig. 2). As for the content of bubbles, we
recommend employing bubbles that show only results (e.g. as in Fig. 1, 2) as well as
bubbles that show procedures with results (e.g. as in Fig. 3) or procedures without
results. Each of the types of tasks and each of the types of bubbles triggers diﬀerent
aspects of knowledge (Samková, 2016, 2018b), and thus a collection with tasks and
bubbles of various types allows to reach a wider range of knowledge. Mathematical
tasks that are open in the sense of open approach to mathematics (Nohda, 2000)
form a natural source of tasks suitable for Concept Cartoons; they allow to discuss
various ways of grasping the task, various solution procedures, various solutions,
various interpretations of solutions. Even for a task with one unambiguously interpreted correct solution there might exist more solution procedures leading to this
solution (e.g. as in Fig. 1).
From the content point of view, the short version method aims mainly at various
aspects of SMK such as a proper grasping of the task behind the Concept Cartoon
(Samková & Tichá, 2015), a proper terminology and proper solution procedures
(Samková & Tichá, 2017b; Samková, 2018a), an existence of attempts to seek more
than one solution of a task and verify their completeness (Samková & Tichá, 2016),
or skills and abilities to be applied when generalizing (Samková & Tichá, 2017a).
The diagnostic outcomes on content knowledge obtained through Concept Cartoons are diﬀerent from results obtained for instance through records of solutions
to word problems. This is because the work with Concept Cartoons diﬀers from
common problem solving: with Concept Cartoons, the process of solving the problem is not the main goal of the activity. Instead, the participants have to judge
various solution procedures or results provided by somebody else, and then they
should justify their judgments. Such justiﬁcations might fall not only under SMK
but also under PCK (particularly under ability to react properly on an opinion of
a hypothetical pupil). For the purpose of the justiﬁcation, the participants may solve
the problem themselves and compare their solution(s) with opinions in bubbles, but
they may also just verify the opinions in bubbles without solving the problem (e.g.
by substituting the unknown quantity in the assignment by a proposed solution, or
by rejecting a solution due to obvious incongruity with the conditions of the task;
Samková & Tichá, 2015). Due to this diﬀerence between word problems and Concept Cartoons, the Concept Cartoons method can also reveal pieces of SMK that
might stay hidden when working with word problems (Samková, 2018a).
The long version method aims mainly on various aspects of PCK such as knowledge of pupils’ cognitive processes, knowledge of diverse representations of school
mathematics, or ability to react properly on an opinion of a hypothetical pupil.
Questions 1 and 2 do not require any justiﬁcations and their aim is to focus on spontaneous responses of participants (similarly as in Krauss & Brunner, 2008; Pankow
et al., 2016). Such spontaneous responses form an integral part of PCK, but data
related to them are too brief to link them clearly to particular aspects of teacher
knowledge. Questions 3 to 6 are based on justiﬁcations and explanations, and so the
linkage is feasible. Responses to questions 3 to 6 can also reveal how participants
reason about a given mathematical topic: what they consider as correct within the
topic, how they compose their argumentation, whether they employ procedural or
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conceptual approaches (Samková & Hošpesová, 2015; Samková, 2016, 2018b), i.e.
aspects that fall under SMK.
We have used the above described Concept Cartoons method for several years,
with more than 300 future teachers as respondents, and our experience conﬁrmed
the motivational nature of the Concept Cartoons tool – we had not had any diﬃculties with the amount of relevant data provided by the respondents. Similar as
the whole-classroom discussion use, obviously also the individual written-form use
carries aspects that motivate the respondents to respond to the indicative questions
and spend some considerable time in focus on them. That attribute of Concept Cartoons might generally relate to learner’s motivation as a consequence of cognitive
incongruity (Hatano, 1988) that takes the form of a surprise (when a person meets
information that disconﬁrms their prior knowledge), a perplexity (when a person is
aware of equally plausible but competing ideas) or a discoordination (when a person recognizes a lack of coordination among diverse pieces of involved knowledge).
At least one of the cognitive incongruity forms is present in a suitably composed
Concept Cartoon.

1.4

Emerging concerns

In the references mentioned in the above paragraphs, the short and long versions
of the diagnostic method were used separately and independently. Both of the
versions were employed there primarily as a qualitative tool, and occasionally supplemented by quantitative diagrams on frequency of certain qualitative aspects (e.g.
in Samková & Tichá, 2017b). The importance of the qualitative type of approach
to Concept Cartoons is indisputable, but when working with respondents on a longterm basis or with larger groups of respondents, the qualitative side of the approach
exposes its common disadvantages, mainly the inability to overview the results generally, the inability to create brief but concise characteristics of participants, or the
inability to rate or order the participants distinctly. We have fought the disadvantages for several years, trying to enhance the qualitative method and ease the
disadvantages, and this process has resulted in a decision to enrich the qualitative
analysis with a quantitative component regularly, by mixing the qualitative and
quantitative approaches. We deﬁnitely do not want to depreciate the qualitative
component but strengthen it by information that can be supplied just by the quantitative component. This mixed method is described in the following section and
illustrated through a small empirical study.

2

Methodology of the illustrative study

As mentioned above, the study presented in this section serves as an illustration
to the mixed diagnostics method. However, we may frame it formally and state
its research question as “How may a mixed method approach inform the results of
a qualitative Concept Cartoons method for diagnosing subject matter knowledge and
pedagogical content knowledge in mathematics?”

2.1

Participants

In our country, primary school pupils are from 6 to 11 years of age. Primary school
teachers are not specialists; they teach all primary school subjects (languages, mathScientia in educatione
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ematics, science, arts, physical education, etc.). Those interested in teaching at primary school level have to complete four or ﬁve-year undergraduate teacher education
program designed especially for future primary school teachers. The primary school
curriculum in the Czech Republic consists mainly of arithmetic issues: the concept
of natural numbers, the concept of the decimal numeral system, the four operations
on natural numbers, the concept of decimal numbers, the concept of positive and
negative numbers, and the concept of fractions. The part devoted to geometry covers basic plane and space objects (segment, line, triangle, rectangle, cube, prism,
ball), and an introduction to properties of plane objects.
Participants of our research were future primary school teachers – students of
ﬁve-year undergraduate teacher education program at the Faculty of Education.
For our study we choose completely all students from the second study year in
the chosen academic year. All of them came to the university directly from the
secondary school, just after the state matriculation exam, and without any of their
own teaching experiences.
In the beginning, the observed group consisted of 35 future teachers but some
of them prematurely terminated or interrupted their studies or absented at certain
seminars where data were collected. Due to authenticity reasons, we did not want
to acquire data additionally, thus only 23 participants remained for the research.

2.2

Design of the study

The core of the reported study was to explore SMK and PCK of the participants with
the use of the Concept Cartoons method, with an eﬀort to categorize their outcomes
systematically. The research was empirical; it proceeded from individual written
data collected from the participants within the time span of the given academic
year. During the year, the participants attended a mathematics course focusing on
arithmetic issues, therefore all collected data were related to arithmetic.
We based the design of the study on mixed approach with concurrent nested
design, with priority on qualitative methods (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010). The
methodology of the qualitative part of the study was based on substantive coding and
constant comparison (Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 2014), and the quantitative part
of the study used basic descriptive statistics and numerical whole-number scoring.
The aim of the embedded quantitative method was to gain better overall perspective, and so enrich the description of the participants by more transparent characteristics. The integration of qualitative and quantitative data collections took
place within the data analysis stage, and within the interpretation stage. During
the data analysis stage, SMK data were analysed quantitatively. PCK data were
ﬁrst analysed qualitatively, and then we converted the qualitative themes into numerical scores. During the interpretation phase, we converted the numerical scores
related to SMK and PCK to qualitative themes, in order to establish characteristics
of the participants.

2.3

Data collection – SMK

For the purpose of data collection on SMK, the participants underwent a written
test consisting of 9 tasks focusing on diverse arithmetic topics related to primary
school mathematics; e.g. a task on written subtraction, a task on ordering digital
numbers from the smallest, a word problem of application character using division
and multiplication of natural numbers, or a task combining data handling with
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establishing diﬀerence of integers. We assigned the tasks in the Concept Cartoon
form accompanied by the short list of questions, i.e. the participants had to decide
which children in the picture are right and which are wrong and justify their decision.
Each of the pictures had ﬁve bubbles to respond and no blank bubble. One of the
test tasks has been shown in Fig. 2.

2.4

Data analysis – SMK

We analysed collected data quantitatively. The participants gained one point for
each correct decision that was accompanied by a proper justiﬁcation, and zero points
for incorrect choices or correct choices without proper justiﬁcation. Since each of
the Concept Cartoons in the test contained ﬁve bubbles to respond, the maximum
possible total per question was ﬁve points.
Then we established an SMK test score for each of the participants. This score
consisted of the sum of the points for all of the Concept Cartoons in the test. Having
9 tasks in the test with a maximum of ﬁve points per each, the maximum possible
SMK test score was 45 points.
During the interpretation stage, the SMK scores would transform into ﬁnal SMK
categories.

2.5

Data collection – PCK

Data related to PCK we obtained from participants through 10 Concept Cartoons
that were assigned with the long list of questions. The Concept Cartoons focused on
diverse arithmetic topics from primary school mathematics: the concept of decimal
numeral system, operations on natural and decimal numbers, and the concept of
fractions. One of the tasks has been shown in Fig. 3.
Due to unclear linkage to particular knowledge aspects, data obtained as responses to spontaneous questions 1 and 2 were eliminated from the dataset. That
means that during data analysis we processed only data obtained as responses to
questions 3 to 6, i.e. questions where the participants had to choose which children
in the picture were right and which were wrong and justify their choice, comment on
possible sources of mistakes, provide hypothetical children with advice, and propose
other alternatives to bubbles.

2.6

Data analysis – PCK

We processed data from Concept Cartoons qualitatively, started with open coding,
paying attention principally to displays related to recognition of right and wrong
answers, to recognition of procedures and its particular steps, to identiﬁcation of
the causes of mistakes, to provision of advice, and to provision of alternative ways
of solving. However, the process of substantive coding and constant comparison
drew our attention also to the mathematical content of particular Concept Cartoons
(especially to the diﬃculty of the discussed tasks), and to the composition of choices
proposed in the Concept Cartoons (e.g. to the number of alternatives that could
be declared as correct, to the existence or non-existence of bubbles with unclear or
conditioned correctness). These factors notably inﬂuenced the amount and quality
of relevant data provided by the participants to individual Concept Cartoons and
thwarted any eﬀorts toward a systematic common approach to data.
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Thus we sorted the Concept Cartoons according to the composition and task
diﬃculty, focused on Concept Cartoons with the highest density of relevant data
related to PCK, and selected two representative Concept Cartoons with a similar
composition but diverse diﬃculty. The less diﬃcult task (labelled as easy; has been
shown in Fig. 3) concentrated on natural numbers, the more diﬃcult one (labelled
as non-easy; see Fig. 4) concentrated on fractions. Each of them had one correct
bubble and three incorrect bubbles, the (in)correctness being unambiguous for all
bubbles. The incorrect bubbles presented common misconceptions on the discussed
topics.

Fig. 4: The Concept Cartoon labelled as non-easy one; template with empty bubbles and
empty notice board taken from Dabell et al. 2008: no. 2.16, names added

With the two representative Concept Cartoons and the codes obtained for them
previously, we continued the process of data analysis by other substantive coding
and constant comparison. Afterwards, we related each of the relevant PCK codes to
one of the three PCK categories provided by Kleickmann et al. (2013): knowledge
of pupils, knowledge of tasks, and knowledge of instruction.
For the purpose of converting the qualitative themes into numerical scores, we
scored the codes by
• one positive point for each occurrence if the code addressed a display of good
PCK (e.g. correct explanation, didactically appropriate advice, ability to identify a common misconception, suggestion of a plausible misconception into
a blank bubble), or
• one negative point if the code addressed a display of weak PCK (e.g. wrong
explanation, didactically inappropriate advice, inability to identify a common
misconception, suggestion of an unrealistic misconception into a blank bubble).
For each of the participants and each of the two selected tasks, we established
a sum of the scores for each of the PCK categories, and named these sums as task
score, pupil score, and instruction score. Then we named the sum of task, pupil
and instruction scores related to the easier task as a PCK easy task score, and the
sum of task, pupil and instruction scores related to the more diﬃcult task as a PCK
non-easy task score. During the interpretation stage, the relations between the PCK
Scientia in educatione
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Fig. 5: A scheme of handling SMK and PCK data; data sources are written in capitals,
outcomes of qualitative approach in roman, and outcomes of quantitative approach in
italics, ﬁnal outcomes are shaded

scores would transform into characteristics (illustrative schemes) and into ﬁnal PCK
categories.
For a detailed scheme on data handling see Fig. 5.

2.7

Remark on partial interconnection of PCK data

Eight of the 10 Concept Cartoons from sections 2.5 and 2.6 were also used as an
instrument for data collection in two former explorative studies focusing on possible
usage of Concept Cartoons in purely qualitative diagnosis of pedagogical content
knowledge in mathematics (Samková, 2016, 2018b). The ﬁrst of the explorative
studies was reported in the Czech language, the second one in English. Both of
them widely presented the process of the qualitative analysis and its results and
illustrated them by multiple data excerpts related to two chosen Concept Cartoons.
These illustrative Concept Cartoons appeared to be the same as the two Cartoons
selected as representative in the section 2.6 of this study. Since the two explorative
studies also proceeded from the same group of participants as the study presented
here (just 6 of the original participants absented at seminars where SMK data were
collected and thus were removed from the current dataset) and the code numbers
of participants stayed the same, it is possible to seek the two studies for illustrative
data excerpts and more details on particular PCK codes. However, the current
study uses from the two former studies only the part of raw data related to the 8
common Concept Cartoons and the interim results of the open coding process that
was applied on it.

3
3.1

Results
Characteristics on SMK

Data analysis related to SMK showed that the arithmetic mean of the SMK test
scores of all the participants equalled 30.96 points, the worst participant obtained
20 points, and the best participant achieved all 45 points.
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According to the scores, we distributed the participants among three ﬁnal SMK
categories:
• good SMK (more than 32 points; 7 participants),
• average SMK (30 to 32 points; 9 participants), and
• weak SMK (less than 30 points; 7 participants).

3.2

Individual comparative schemes on PCK

Data analysis related to PCK showed that some of the participants expressed good
PCK related to knowledge of tasks (e.g. when they were able to recognize various
alternative correct ways of solving a task), knowledge of pupils (e.g. when they were
able to identify various pupils’ misconceptions), and also to knowledge of instruction
(e.g. when they were able to provide the child with a constructive explanation). On
the other hand, some of the participants expressed weak knowledge of tasks (e.g.
when they were not able to recognize a correct way of solving a task), weak knowledge
of pupils (e.g. when they were not able to identify common pupils’ misconceptions)
or weak knowledge of instruction (e.g. when they provided the child with a wrong
explanation).
Based on data from the two selected Concept Cartoons, we established a schema
for each of the participants to illustrate their PCK. The schema was comparative; it
compared the task score related to the easy task with the task score related to the
non-easy task, the pupil score related to the easy task with the pupil score related
to the non-easy task, and the instruction score related to the easy task with the
instruction score related to the non-easy task. For samples of schemes see Fig. 6.

Fig. 6: Comparative PCK schemes of four of the participants (top left: S16, top right:
S32, bottom left: S5, bottom right: S11)
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3.3

Characteristics on PCK

Numerically, the data analysis showed that the arithmetic mean of the PCK easy
task scores of all the participants equalled 1.26 points, the worst participant scored
−3 points, and the best participant scored 4 points. The arithmetic mean of the
PCK non-easy task scores of all the participants equalled 0.74 points, the worst
participant scored −4 points, and the best participant scored 5 points.
The scores for individual participants could also be found in their comparative
schemes. As for the four participants from Fig. 6:
• S16 had the PCK easy task score of 1 + 0 + 2 = 3 points and the PCK non-easy
task score of 0 + (−2) + (−2) = −4 points,
• S32 had the PCK easy task score of 1 + 0 + 0 = 1 point and the PCK non-easy
task score of 1 + 0 + 1 = 2 points,
• S5 had the PCK easy task score of 1 + 1 + 1 = 3 points and the PCK non-easy
task score of 1 + (−1) + 0 = 0 points,
• S11 had the PCK easy task score of 0 + 0 + 0 = 0 points and the PCK non-easy
task score of 0 + (−1) + 0 = −1 point.
According to the scores, participants were of three types: those who had both
the PCK easy topic score and the PCK non-easy task score positive (e.g. S32),
those who had the PCK easy topic score positive but the PCK non-easy task score
non-positive (e.g. S16, S5), and those who had both the PCK easy topic score and
the PCK non-easy task score non-positive (e.g. S11). These three types established
our ﬁnal qualitative PCK categories: we labelled
• participants with both the scores being positive as having good PCK (10 participants),
• participants with the ﬁrst score being positive and the second non-positive as
having ordinary PCK (6 participants), and
• participants with both the scores being non-positive as having weak PCK
(7 participants).

3.4

SMK vs PCK characteristics

Having the ﬁnal SMK and PCK categories for each of the participants, we observed
how the two categories varied for individual participants. There were 8 diverse
combinations, some of them indicating similar levels of SMK and PCK (e.g. good
SMK with good PCK, average SMK with ordinary PCK), but the others not (e.g.
good SMK with ordinary PCK, weak SMK with good PCK). See Tab. 2 for the list
of combinations and their frequency.
Tab. 2: Numbers of participants that displayed particular combinations of SMK and
PCK ﬁnal categories

good SMK
average SMK
weak SMK

good PCK
5
3
2

ordinary PCK
2
2
2

weak PCK
0
4
3

As for the four participants from Fig. 6:
• S16 had average SMK (her SMK test score was 32 points) and ordinary PCK;
• S32 had weak SMK (her SMK test score was 28 points) but good PCK;
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• S5 had good SMK (her SMK test score was the maximal one of 45 points) but
ordinary PCK;
• S11 had weak SMK (her SMK test score was 23 points) and weak PCK.

4

Discussion

This contribution aimed to present a diagnostic Concept Cartoons method in all
its existing forms (short, long; qualitative, mixed), and illustrate the newest form
(i.e. the mixed one) through an illustrative empirical study. As an answer to
the research question: “How may a mixed method approach inform the results of
a qualitative Concept Cartoons method for diagnosing subject matter knowledge and
pedagogical content knowledge in mathematics?” we may state that the quantitative
component can provide us with an easy way to overview concise characteristics and
comparative diagrams, and enable us to create some more general categories to sort
the diagnosed participants distinctly. With the emphasis still on the qualitative
aspects, the mixed design may facilitate organization of a researcher’s work when
facing long-term diagnostics matters or diagnostics matters with larger groups of
respondents. From the perspective of educators of future teachers, the mixed design
may facilitate their educational work by making the actual qualitative characteristics
of teacher knowledge more transparent. The proposed mixed design may also draw
attention on unusual relations in data, as commented in detail in the following
paragraph.
The results of the study indirectly revealed mutual relations between SMK and
PCK (referred e.g. by Depaepe et al., 2013). In particular, the combinations of
SMK and PCK categories of the participants S11 (weak SMK vs weak PCK) and S5
(good SMK with the best possible test score vs ordinary PCK) distinctly conﬁrm
the often voiced statement that SMK is necessary but not suﬃcient prerequisite
for PCK. However, the combination of SMK and PCK categories of the participant
S32 (weak SMK vs good PCK) leads us to question the exact meaning of the word
“necessary” in the statement. Do these ﬁndings mean that SMK and PCK are
partially independent? This is the way how the results of the mixed design research
might be used in qualitative diagnostics: having results from the mixed study that
point out interesting or unexpected relations of two distinct overview characteristics,
we may return back to raw data and purely qualitative design to inquire in detail the
aspect and relations that led to the two characteristics. In this particular case, raw
data provided by the participant S32 showed that the combination of weak SMK
and good PCK categories was actually caused by mistakes in SMK tasks based
on calculation algorithms and data handling (i.e. in types of tasks that were not
chosen as representative in the PCK part of mixed design analysis), and by missing
justiﬁcations to some of the correct decisions.
To address further the question of the word “necessary” in the statement about
PCK and SMK, we may revert to a subsequent empirical study (Samková, 2018a)
where the respondents ﬁrst solved a word problem with similar mathematical background as the task in Fig. 4, and then the Concept Cartoon from Fig. 4. Some
of the respondents solved the word problem incorrectly (which is a display of weak
SMK) but decided about the Concept Cartoon correctly, through a veriﬁcation of all
individual results proposed in bubbles (which is a display of good PCK – a proper
response to an opinion of a hypothetical pupil, but also a display of good SMK –
just of a diﬀerent type than with the word problem).
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From the perspective of the participants of the study, the future primary school
teachers, the Concept Cartoons diagnostic method has a multiple role in their professional preparation: among others, just the attendance in the diagnostic process
may train the future teachers indirectly and continuously in their awareness of potential pupils’ reasoning that might appear in the classroom in their future teaching
practice. It relates the Concept Cartoons method to teachers’ professional vision,
knowledge-based reasoning and noticing (van Es & Sherin, 2008) that are usually
supported through observing and discussing video recordings of teaching practice
(Stockero, Rupnow & Pascoe, 2017). In contrast with these video-based approaches,
Concept Cartoons do not require any video equipment nor informed consents of the
pictured children. Concept Cartoons are not alone in such independence – there are
other picture-based formats focusing on enhancement of SMK and PCK of future
teachers and teachers. For instance, sequential pictorial simulations that focus on
the consequences of diﬀerent teacher behaviour in one particular classroom situation
(Webel, Conner & Zhao, 2018), or text-based or picture-based simulated records of
teacher-pupil interactions called vignettes that focus on a proper use of multiple
representations in the classroom (Friesen & Kuntze, 2018).
From the diagnostic perspective, the diagnostic methods used for SMK and PCK
are often conducted either qualitatively, or quantitatively (Depaepe et al., 2013).
Sometimes the diagnostic instruments are divided into two parts, one of them being
analysed qualitatively, and the other quantitatively, e.g. as with vignettes (Friesen
& Kuntze, 2018) that have the qualitative part based on written narratives, and the
quantitative part based on a Likert scale. The mixed design appears rarely, usually
in relation to computer supported knowledge diagnostics (Yankovskaya, Dementyev
& Yamshanov, 2015). As for the Concept Cartoons, our diagnostic approach to this
tool is unique, there are no other similar formats focusing both on SMK and PCK
of future teachers and teachers there.
From the perspective of particular tasks employed in this study, the two Concept
Cartoons with the highest density of relevant PCK data (which resulted in handling
them as representative), are both of discursive nature. Moreover, both of them address the issue of the role of language in mathematics, each of them from a diﬀerent
point of view. The Concept Cartoon from Fig. 3 contributes to the question of
demarcation between the classroom use of informal everyday language and mathematical language, since Tina employs there an inappropriate everyday meaning of
the word “add” in a mathematical situation related to the operation of addition. On
the other hand, the Concept Cartoon from Fig. 4 is based on a mathematical task
that is diﬃcult due to implicit mathematical relations hidden in the syntax of the
assignment: one has to know that in such a situation, the reference to the whole is
always hidden in the text immediately after the word “than” (in the Czech language,
the syntax in this case is the same as in English). The future teachers are not often
aware of this hidden reference themselves, some of them even tend to declare such
tasks as ambiguous since the whole is not clearly given in the assignment (Samková
& Tichá, 2017b). Thus, both the Concept Cartoons provide an illustration of the
fact that linguistic challenges need to be addressed in the mathematics classroom in
order to construct mathematical knowledge properly (Schleppegrell, 2007).
Last but not least, we have to emphasize that the results obtained from the mixed
method are heavily based on qualitative data and thus have to be carefully handled
and interpreted as if qualitative: the categories obtained do not have any absolute
value, their meaning is closely related to the particular set of tasks, particular group
of participants and particular person that provided data analysis. However, the
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course of the mixed study can be applied to diverse sets of tasks and diverse groups
of participants, in that sense is the reported method universal.
We hope that the Concept Cartoons diagnostic method described in this article
could ﬁnd its way to other teachers’ educators and enrich the professional preparation of future teachers at other faculties, in other countries, in education of other
school subjects. The tasks behind Concept Cartoons and the content of the bubbles
may easily be adjusted to diverse cultural and educational context, thus Concept
Cartoons could reﬂect diverse classroom realities.
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